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Abstract - Cable pulling friction coefficients are
determined using a specially designed, multiple conduit bend
apparatus. The theory of the "multi-bend" method is described.
Measurements covering variations in lubrication, cable jacket,
cable/conduit size ratio (fill), number of cables, and sidewall
pressure are presented. An effective coefficient of friction is
determined for cable pulled on top of in-place cable. The data
should provide a better understanding of the variables which
produce cable pulling tension. Better estimates of tension may
also be made possible.
INTRODUCTION
The tension exerted on cables as they are pulled into
conduit is a major concern in cable installation. Recent
research has focused on how much tension or sidewall pressure
cables could safely tolerate, and how tension could be
predicted.
Most of the recent research1 1ll 2n31 treats tension as solely
a result of the friction of the cable rubbing on the conduit wall.
Such research takes measurements of tension and uses these
measurements to calculate coefficients of friction. The intent
is to provide measured coefficients which can be used for more
accurate tension estimation ... in other conduit systems. In
some of this research, a single cable was pulled into straight
conduit, and the coefficient of friction was simply calculated
from the pulling-tension-to-cable-weight ratio.

f = Tm

(1)

w
Where:
Tm
w

Measured Pulling Tension (lbs.)
Weight of the Cable (lbs.)
(including add-on "piggyback" weight)
Coefficient of Friction (dimensionless)

In other studies, tensions have been measured through
conduit systems with bends, and the determination of friction
coefficient is a more complicated set of calculations based on
the pulling equations developed by Riffenberg and others141 •
When multiple cables were pulled, the occupancy (or weight
correction) factor was a part of the coefficient calculation.
This occupancy factor has almost universal acceptance in the
pulling equations as used today (references (5], [6], [7] and [8]).
Such "calculated" coefficients of friction may include
fallacies or omissions in the theory. No attempt has been
made to include factors like cable bending forces (stiffness).
While there is superb logic in using field-measured tensions
(versus lab sled tests, etc.) to determine friction coefficient, we
must remain aware of how the coefficients were developed. In
this paper, such calculated friction coefficients· will be called
"effective coefficient of friction ," to remind the reader of their
origin.
There are areas of agreement in the cited researchYn2n31
Common are conclusions on the dependence of the effective
coefficient of friction on:
conduit type
cable jacket type
lubricant presence and type
cable normal pressure or sidewall pressure
There is disagreement on any dependence of the
effective coefficient of friction on pulling speed. Dependence
of the effective coefficient of friction on number of cablesl1l,
temperature111, and conduit fiHl31 is not researched in more than
one cited study, so agreement cannot be determined.
All of the studies indicate that greater normal forces
between cable and conduit produce lower effective coefficients
of friction.
One method proposed to handle this "normal force
factor" in tension calculations is to use two different
coefficients of friction, one for "high bearing pressures" (> 150
lbs./ft. sidewall pressure), and one for "low bearing pressures"
( < 150 lbs./ft.).111 The HSBP (high sidewall bearing pressure)
coefficient of friction is used only in bends with a small enough
radius and high enough exit tension to produce 150 lbs./ft.
sidewall pressure or more (defined as exit tension divided by
bend radius).
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